ELECTIVES

FUTURE SPEAKERS

Speech writers change the world. From Thomas Jefferson’s ‘Declaration of Independence’ to Martin Luther
King’s ‘I have a Dream’ speech, words have changed political policies and freed whole nations from oppression.
Now you can learn how to use language to make a change to your world. The Future Speakers elective is
designed to develop your already creative mind. The course will give you the confidence to shape your ideas
and express them in a public forum.
Who should follow the Future Scientists Programme?

You will develop the following employability skills:

This elective will be open to all students who demonstrate a
passion for public speaking. You will prove this by submitting a
paragraph of writing that demonstrates your ability and introduces
us to the power of your convictions. You will choose a subject
that means a lot to you and try to convey this passion in the most
creative way that you can.

• Written and spoken communication

What activities can you expect to experience?
•Y
 ou will study a range of famous speeches that have changed
the world
•Y
 ou will explore how language is shaped to affect change in
the world
•Y
 ou will enter many public speaking competitions and represent
the college in national competitions
•Y
 ou will plan and promote our own range of public speaking
competitions for other schools and colleges to enter
•Y
 ou will listen to visiting speakers who will inspire workshop
based activities
•Y
 ou will work both independently and collaboratively with
others to develop your speech writing skills

• Creativity
• Perseverance
• Analysis
• Team work
• Independent working
What will this elective lead to after SJR?
When you can inspire through the power of your own words, the
sky is the limit. You may pursue a career in politics or inspirational
speaking. Alternatively, most careers require you to present to
management or clients at some stage. Having the ability to speak
in front of others is a very desirable skill. The course will inspire
you to think differently about the world whilst developing basic
employability skills for any career.
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